The open nature of modern network applications is potentially an excellent support to cooperative work of all sorts, and at the same time a majour source of security and privacy concerns.
It is now commonly recognized that traditional authentication techniques do not scale to the new open scenarios, and are not suitable for the dynamic nature of virtual organizations. Research is focussing on more flexible trust management models that let two or more peers interact securely even if they have never interacted with each other before and have no previous knowledge about each other's properties and protection requirements (see [14, 3, 7, 13, 5, 16, 8, 11, 15, 4, 9, 2, 17, 10] , to name a few). This situation occurs whenever a new virtual organization is created or extended.
Trust management is based on electronic credentials, that constitute a flexible way of representing properties of individuals, groups and organizations. In principle, any entity can issue its own credentials, thereby signing some statements about some entities. Other peers may decide whether that entity can be trusted on those statements, in the framework of a specific task. Credentials are verifiable and unforgeable, so it can be robustly checked whether a given statement has been actually signed (hence issued) by a specific peer.
In this way, each partner of a virtual organization may state properties about itself and its members, and these properties can be used to make access control decisions. The policy of partner X may then specify permissions for partner Y's members by referring to what member Y says about them. Sophisticated delegation mechanisms are possible. In a similar scenario, security-related decisions can be based on rules formulated by and stored on different parties [2, 12, 6, 1] .
The properties encoded in credentials do not necessarily suffice to identify users, therefore credentials are also an excellent way of specifying partial or multiple identities, and hence an excellent way of protecting privacy while disclosing the information required to access a resource.
However, balancing information disclosure and access permissions is not a trivial task. In order to minimize information disclosure, a peer should know under which conditions the other peers are going to share their resources; often, however, the other peers are not publishing all such conditions, because in general the policies themselves are sensitive resources. Access may be denied simply because the peers are not showing enough of their properties and their policies to each other [17] . Suitable credential negotiation strategies have to be adopted and implemented to minimize this problem. This is not the only issue to be solved. Credentialbased techniques should be brought to their full potential by spreading them in everyday applications, and by making them accessible to most users. 1 2 Common users, with no technical training in computer science or programming, should be able to formulate their own policies and understand their actual behavior. This goal requires high level specification and query languages, easy to learn and understand.
As credential exchange and access control decisions become more and more automatic, the need for explanation mechanisms increases. When a given request is denied, the user may still be able to obtain the desired service. Sometimes it is enough to interact with the system in a different way. Sometimes a particular procedure (such as a registration procedure) can be activated. Since in our reference scenarios peers often interact with each other only for a short time and we want to minimize the effort for integrating the procedures of the two peers, automated hints on how to get the required permissions are absolutely crucial to make the composite system really cooperative at a low cost.
Ideally, credential negotiation and access control should require no more than the policies formulated by the users. Then the system should automatically make a variety of decisions (on which credential to ask next, on granting the requested service, etc.) based on a single body of high-level requirements.
In order to reach these objectives, declarative rule-based languages are extremely promising as policy specification languages. Rules constitute a flexible and natural way of expressing a variety of policies, ranging from security policies to reputation management and business rules. Rules have clean and simple semantics, which helps in keeping complex policies under control and reduce the cost of maintaining policies. Rules constitute an explicit body of knowledge, well suited to automatically generating explanations of system decisions. Moreover, rules are relatively simple to formulate, and require no programming abilities. A controlled natural language front-end can be adopted to further enhance usability. Last but not least, a single rule base can be used in different ways depending on the current task (credential negotiation, access control, explanations, etc.) We argue that the language for tuning credential negotiation strategies to specific application scenarios in a declarative way should be of the same nature.
